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Introduction

Secondary cervical adenocarcinomas are most commonly seen in relation
to the extension of primary endometrial adenocarcinoma.
Metastatic tumors from other sites are rather uncommon and,when seen, are most
frequently from the ovaries, gastrointestinal tract, or breast
We report a case of renal cell carcinoma, clear cell variant, to the cervix,which presented
as a cervical polypin postmenopausal female
To our knowledge, this is the firfth reported case of renal cell carcinoma metastaitic to the
cervix.This case isonly the fourth in which the cervical metastasis was the presenting
signof renal cell carcinoma and the first in whichthe clinical presentation was as a cervical
polyp

Case 2
A post menopausal patient of 54 years old,was seen at the emergency
room for vaginal bleeding
She had a recent history of being treated for right renal clear cell
adenocarcinoma by nephrectomy two months ago
The exam shows a pediculated lesion of the inferior third of vagina of 3
cm that was bleeding
A pelvic ultrasound didn’t shows any associated lesion in the uterus and
the vagina
MRI shows another isolated vaginal lesion
A PETscan was done-showing no other localisation
A excision of lesions had been done under general anesthesia
The pathology conclusion was metastasis in relation with clear cell of
renal adenocarcinoma
She went for angiogenic traitement but died 6 months later from
pulmonary metastases

Litterature Review

Discussion
That unsual metastatic situation is usually seen in multi-metastatic situation
Discovering a pelvic localisation seem
. to deal with bad outcome-Those two
clinical case are unusual but had been describe.yhis is the fifht cases ever
describe in literature
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Case number 1
A post ménopausal patient of 66 years old was seen for post menopausal
hemorrhage.
The patient who was under non steroid anti-inflammatory treatment wha
bleeding a lotThe office exam show a pediculated polyp of the cervix
A pelvic ultrasoundwas realised showing an intra-uterine polyp of 2cm x 1cm
pediculated to the cervix
A hysteroscopy under general anesthesia was realised
The insertion of the polyp was isthmic of the uterus
The endometrium was normal
The resection of the polyps was done under saline serum and an
endometrial sampling was done.
The pathology shows a polyp with markers related to clear cell-The primary
origin suspectyed was a renal tumor
The patient under abdominal ultrasound showing a lower pole renal tumor of
14 cm
A abdomino-pelvic and chest CTscan has been realised-a lower pole renal
tumor was found
The patient underwent a left total nephrectomy
Pathology of the renal specimen reveals a clear cell renal adenocarcinoma
The PETScan reveal hepatics and pulmonary metastases
Actually the patient is under anti-angiogenic treatment
Three months later, after vaginal bleeding, two isolated vaginal polyps where
found and resected-pathology shows that those two pediculated lesions was
metastasis of clear cell renal adenocarcinoma-patient is still under treatment

The liiterature revue was doneon ubMed with key words
(renal adenocarcinoma in relation with uterin polyps and
vagina)the association with vaginal localisation is more
frequent thant with the uterin polyps
In conclusion, this is a very rare and uncommon situation
that we are repoting
In most publication, when metastasis are found in the
pelvic,usually are found other sites metastasis (lung,
hepatic..)
This pelvic findings are in relation with bad prognosis of the
disease
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